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Abstract
Introduction: Myocardial Infarction, also known as heart attack, normally occurs due to such causes as
smoking, family history, diabetes, and so on. It is recognized as one of the leading causes of death in the
world. Therefore, the present study aimed to evaluate the performance of classification models in order to
predict Myocardial Infarction, using a feature selection method that includes Forward Selection and Genetic
Algorithm.
Materials & Methods: The Myocardial Infarction data set used in this study contains the information related
to 519 visitors to Shahid Madani Specialized Hospital of Khorramabad, Iran. This data set includes 33
features. The proposed method includes a hybrid feature selection method in order to enhance the performance
of classification algorithms. The first step of this method selects the features using Forward Selection. At the
second step, the selected features were given to a genetic algorithm, in order to select the best features.
Classification algorithms entail Ada Boost, Naïve Bayes, J48 decision tree and simpleCART are applied to the
data set with selected features, for predicting Myocardial Infarction.
Results: The best results have been achieved after applying the proposed feature selection method, which were
obtained via simpleCART and J48 algorithms with the accuracies of 96.53% and 96.34%, respectively.
Conclusion: Based on the results, the performances of classification algorithms are improved. So, applying the
proposed feature selection method, along with classification algorithms seem to be considered as a confident
[ Downloaded from jhr.ssu.ac.ir on 2022-06-29 ]

method with respect to predicting the Myocardial Infarction.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are known as the most

patients, of which 9656 had referred to the

important causes of death all over the world.

Royal Hospital in Edinburgh and 500 to a

Based on Ministry of Health and Medical

hospital in Sheffield, England. Conforti et al.

Education report in 2012, cardiac diseases

[9]

involve 39% of the mortality rates, that the

whit five core functions, including Linear,

mortality rate due to Myocardial Infarction has

Gaussian, Laplacian, Polynomial and Sigmoid

been reported 85 per 100,000

[1]

. Since a rapid

for diagnosis of acute Myocardial Infarction

increase has been demonstrated in heart

(AMI). The best accuracy in average in

diseases in the world, this disease is likely to

different feature selection (FS) methods was

become the most common cause of death by

equal to 86.43% for Laplace core function.

2020

[2]

. Myocardial Infarction, known as a

Baxt et al.

[10]

proposed a prediction model for

heart attack, means the death of heart muscle

acute Myocardial Infarction which used

due to a sudden blockage of a coronary artery

artificial neural network. The data set includes

by a blood clot [3].

information of 2204 patients and 40 features.

On the other hand, using data mining allows

Their results showed the high performance of

extraction of useful knowledge from the data

neural network for prediction of acute

[4, 5]

Myocardial Infarction. Qazi et al.

. Hence, data mining can be considered as a

tool in order to turn the raw data to knowledge
in the field of Myocardial Infarction
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applied Support Vector Machine (SVM)

[11]

are

proposed an abnormality detection system for

[6]

. Data

detection the abnormal heart rate based on real

mining can be categorized into three steps:

data sets. After feature selection, SVM

preprocessing, modeling and post-processing,

classification was applied to the data. The

among which modeling step contains two

results showed that selecting the three

category tasks: first, the predictive category

important

features

achieved

the

highest

[12]

proposed

which includes classification algorithms as

efficiency. Masethe and Masethe

well as regression methods; second, the

five

descriptive

clustering

Bayesian networks, J48 decision tree, CART,

algorithms and association rule algorithms.

Naïve Bayes (NB), and REPTREE in order to

Classification algorithms specify the class

predict the heart attack. The results revealed

label for the test data using the training data

that NB, CART and J48 have achieved higher

category

with specific labels

entails

[7]

. In classification, data

classification

accuracy,

equal

algorithms

99.07%,

including,

compared

to

are divided into two sections. First section uses

REPTREE and Bayesian network. Patil and

the training data for learning, and the second

Kumaraswamiin [13] proposed a neural network

section utilizes the test data as validation [4, 7].

method applied to a data set with 13 features,

Tsien et al.

[8]

used the decision tree and

to detect the heart attacks. After preprocessing,

logistic regression to diagnose Myocardial

the classes were determined using clustering.

Infarction. They evaluated information of 9856

Finally, a three layer neural network is used
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for classification. In another study, Bhaskar [14]

and high blood pressure seem to cause longer

used the ECG signals to detect Myocardial

LOS.

Infarction. Regarding the two methods of

Due to the high mortality rate resulted in

neural network and support vector machine on

Myocardial Infarction in the world, the side

the data set, the results reached higher

effects of the treatment methods and the drugs

accuracy for the SVM than the artificial neural

used for Myocardial Infarction, the current

network. Karaolis et al.

[15]

proposed a

study aimed to apply classification methods

prediction model with regard to Myocardial

for predicting Myocardial Infarction, utilizing

Infarctions and coronary artery bypass graft.

a hybrid feature selection method. Regarding

Ultimately, using the C4.5 tree, relevant rules

the proposed method in this study, new feature

were extracted and the most important factors,

selection approach was used along with the

affecting

classification

Myocardial

determined.
Vinothkumar

In
[16]

addition,

Infarction
Krishnaraj

were
and

Myocardial

Infarction.

to

predict

Feature

the

selection

proposed a feed-forward

method includes Forward Selection at the first

neural network model for predicting the heart

phase and then a genetic algorithm at the

attacks, combined with genetic algorithm

second stage. Ultimately, this method extracts

(GA). Applying GA optimal weights, the

the best features for classification algorithms,

neural network was determined. UCI Data

which can lead to a higher performance in

Repository was used in this study containing

comparison with absence of feature selection.

270 patients and 13 features. The proposed

The algorithms of AdaBoost, Naïve Bayes, J48

model reduced the features from 13 to 6 main

decision tree and simpleCART were used to

features. Their proposed model achieved

achieve this goal.

accuracy of 88%. Hachesu et al.

[17]

used data

Materials and Methods

mining approaches to predict the Long of Stay
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algorithms

(LOS) of the cardiac patients in the hospitals.

RapidMiner is a software used to implement

The data set they used entailed 4948 cases of

the proposed model. In fact, this is a powerful

patients suffering from CAD, which contained

and easy-to- use Graphical User Interface for

36 features. Three algorithms namely Decision

designing an analytic process [18]. In this

Tree, SVM and Artificial Neural Network

study, version 7.0.1 of RapidMiner was

were used with respect to LOS prediction. As

applied.

a matter of fact, they reached accuracy 96.4%

The data used in this study was obtained out of

for SVM, and concluded that the LOS for

the information collected from records of 519

single patients with marital status “single” was

visitors

equal or less than 5 days, whereas it was

to

Shahid

Madani

Hospital

of

Khorramabad, of which 297 patients suffered

reported to be more than 10 days for the

from Myocardial Infarction and 222 cases

married patients. Furthermore, the findings of

revealed no symptoms in this regard. This data

the present study revealed that renal diseases
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set contains 33 features. The features are

Infarction. The features of the Myocardial

selected based on the risk factors which are

Infarction data set are illustrated in Table 1.

specified in books

[2]

and

[19]

for Myocardial

Table 1. Summary of the Features in Myocardial Infarction Data Set
Features

Range

Features

Range

Sex

M, F

Systolic Blood Pressure

80 – 210

Age

28-93

Diastolic Blood Pressure

40 – 190

Weight

43-120

Pulse Rate

50 – 190

BMI (Body Mass Index )

16-42

Edema

Yes , No

FH (Family History )

Yes , No

Fatigue and weakness

Yes , No

DM(Diabetes Mellitus)

Yes, No

Lung Rales

Yes , No

Smoker

Yes , No

Typical Chest Pain

Yes , No

Obesity

Yes , No

Distribution of pain to arms and neck

Yes , No

HTN (History of Hypertension)

Yes , No

Dyspnea

Yes , No

CRF (Chronic Renal Failure )

Yes , No

Atypical Chest Pain

Yes , No

CVA (Cerebrovascular Accident )

Yes , No

Non-anginal Chest Pain

Yes , No

Airway Disease

Yes , No

Exertional Chest Pain

Yes , No

Thyroid Disease

Yes , No

ST Elevation

Yes , No

HLP (Hyperlipidemia )

Yes , No

ST Depression

Yes , No

Blood Pressure

Yes , No

T inversion

Yes , No

CHF(Congestive Heart Failure)

Yes, No

Poor R Progression

Yes , No

Class

MI= 0
Healthy=1



normalization is a process in which the feature

Preprocessing

The nature of raw data is usually incomplete

values are scaled to a smaller range.

and noisy. These noisy data, missing values



and unrelated values could be due to human
errors

In this study a hybrid feature selection method

[20]

. For handling these incomplete and

was applied to the data set. In general, this

noisy data, preprocessing methods are used.

method is divided into two steps:

[ Downloaded from jhr.ssu.ac.ir on 2022-06-29 ]

Preprocessing is considered as an important
stage in data mining

1) Forward Selection: This procedure starts

[21]

. Therefore, the data is

prepared for the data mining

with an empty set. In each step, the best

[22]

. Preprocessing

feature is determined and added to the set.

involves cleansing, integration, reduction and

Then in each iteration of the method, the

transformation of data, among which cleansing

best feature is selected of the remained

is related to handling the missing values with
the

Hybrid Feature Selection Method

appropriate

values

[20]

.

features

Min-max

[20]

. The maximum number of

attribute is set to 32. K-NN (K=5) is
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considered as the algorithm nested in

considered independent of each other,

operator, for selecting the features.

which means the importance of them are
equal [26].

2) Genetic Algorithm: Genetic algorithm
achieves to the best individuals by

3) J48 Decision Tree: J48 algorithm is a

searching the population space. Initial

binary tree, which is a simple form of C4.5

population is randomly generated. In order

tree. In tree approaches, classification

to evaluate each population, a fitness

process is modeled by a tree, which is

function is used, in which the greater

applied on all the data in the data set and

fitness has the higher probability of being

determine the class label for each data in

chosen for the next generation. Moreover,

data set [27].

the other operations, such as crossover and

4) SimpleCART: This algorithm presents

mutation are applied with respect to

the results in the form of a decesion tree or

producing the new population in the next

a regression tree. This algorithm uses a

generation

[23]

.

Regarding

genetic

minimal cost complixity method in regard
with the classification [28].

algorithm, the population size is set to



7and the number of generations is



considered 10. For the other parameters,

In order to evaluate the performance of the

mutation and crossover, the defaults of the

proposed

software are considered.

sensitivity, and specificity were used.

Classification Algorithms

1) Accuracy: Accuracy of a classification

classification models,

accuracy,

Classification algorithms can be stated as the

method is the ratio of the number of truly

next step after feature selection, utilized in

classified

order to predict MI. The algorithms, used in

instances,

predicted

classifier, on the total of instances

this study, include AdaBoost, Naïve Bayes,

[ Downloaded from jhr.ssu.ac.ir on 2022-06-29 ]

Evaluation Method

by

a

[29]

.

2) Sensitivity and specificity: Sensitivity or

J48 decision tree and simpleCART.

true positive rate is the ratio of positive

1) AdaBoost: This algorithm trains different

instances which were truly classified into

classifiers on similar training set in an

positive class. Specificity is the ratio of

iterative process. This is obtained by

negative instances which truly classified in

different distributions of data and can

negative class [30].

determine the data weights based on the
classification results

Results

[24]

.

In this section, the results of implementing the

2) Naïve Bayes (NB): The Naïve Bayes

proposed model on the data set, are presented

algorithm is a probabilistic classifier based

to predict the Myocardial Infarction. After

on

conditional

applying the Forward Selection, as the first

probability. Naive Bayes classifier uses

part of the feature selection, 11 features were

the

Bayes

rule

of

probability to classify the new instance

[6,

selected, which included CVA, ST Elevation,

25]

. In this algorithm, the features are
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T inversion, HLP, CHF, DM, Edema, ST

Edema, Atypical CP, ST depression, T

depression, Atypical CP, BMI, and Smoker.

inversion and ST Elevation.

These selected features are given to the genetic

The classification algorithms are executed via

algorithm, considered as the second step of

considering these features as the best ones.

feature selection. Finally, genetic algorithm

The results of the classification method are

selects 7 best features, including CHF, DM,

shown in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the three
states.

Table 2. Results of AdaBoost in different states of feature selection
AdaBoost

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Not using FS

95.18

95.29

95.05

FS using Forward Selection

95.57

96.63

94.14

FS using Proposed Method

95.95

96.30

95.50

First state shows the results in the lack of

results of the AdaBoost algorithm in the

using feature selection, in which all the

mentioned 3 states. Table 3 indicates the

features were used. Second state demonstrates

results of the Naïve Bayes algorithm in 3

the results of using the first step of feature

states. Table 4 shows the results of the J48

selection, Forward Selection. Third state

algorithm, and Table 5 indicates the results of

presents the results of using the proposed

implementing simpleCART.

hybrid feature selection. Table 2 reports the
Table 3. Results of Naïve Bayes in different states of feature selection
Naïve Bayes

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Not using FS

93.26

90.57

96.85

FS using Forward Selection

94.61

92.26

97.75

FS using Proposed Method

95.57

94.28

97.30
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Table 4. Results of J48 in different states of feature selection
J48

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Not using FS

94.99

95.29

94.59

FS using Forward Selection

95.95

95.29

96.85

FS using Proposed Method

96.34

95.62

97.30
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Table 5. Results of simpleCART in different states of feature selection
simpleCART

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Not using FS

94.99

95.96

93.69

FS using Forward Selection

95.76

95.29

96.40

FS using Proposed Method

96.53

95.62

97.75

Discussion
Based on the Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5,

algorithms demonstrated small differences in

simpleCART

have

accuracy values. The results of Tables 2, 3, 4

achieved the highest accuracy. In spite of

and 5 can be presented as charts in the figures

highest accuracy of these algorithms, the other

below.

and

J48

algorithms

AdaBoost
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
Not using FS

Accuracy

FS using Forward
Selection
Sensitivity

FS using Proposed
Method
Specificity

Figure 1. Performance of AdaBoost based on different states of feature selection

Naive Bayes
100
98
96
94

92
90

[ Downloaded from jhr.ssu.ac.ir on 2022-06-29 ]

Not using FS

Accuracy

FS using Forward
Selection
Sensitivity

FS using Proposed
Method
Specificity

Figure 2. Performance of Naïve Bayes based on different states of feature selection
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J48
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
Not using FS

FS using Forward FS using Proposed
Selection
Metod

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Figure 3. Performance of J48 based on different states of feature selection

simpleCART
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
Not using FS

FS using Forward
Selection

Accuracy

Sensitivity

FS using Proposed
Metod

Specificity

Figure 4. Performance of simpleCART based on different states of feature selection

method has improved the sensitivity of
Figure 1 shows the results of AdaBoost

algorithms. Higher sensitivity means the

algorithm in the mentioned 3 states. Figure 2,

algorithm

3 and 4 demonstrates the results of the Naïve

According

to

the

[ Downloaded from jhr.ssu.ac.ir on 2022-06-29 ]

was

determined

to

lead

tendency of algorithms to predict healthy cases
is enhanced. It is notable that using the

to

proposed feature selection method enhanced

improvement of the accuracy of all algorithms.

the specificity for J48 and simpleCART

It is worth mentioning that although Naïve

algorithms about 3% and 4%, respectively as

Bayes had the lowest accuracy, using proposed

well as the sensitivity for Naïve Bayes about

feature selection caused a 2% increase of the

4%. In spite of the good performance of the

accuracy.

models in present study, these models have not

In general, as the Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4,
revealed,

Myocardial

caused higher specificity; that is to say the

proposed hybrid feature selection method on
set

predict

for Naïve Bayes, the feature selection method

results

demonstrated in figures 1, 2, 3 and 4, applying

data

to

Infarction cases. Regarding specificity, except

Bayes, J48 and simpleCART algorithms,
respectively.

tended

applying

the

feature

always led to the best results. In comparison to

selection

the studies reviewed, the findings of the
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present study revealed a better performance of

Conclusion

the proposed method; but despite these notable

The current study proposed a hybrid feature

accuracy values, the reported accuracy values

selection method including Forward Selection

in [12] are better than three of algorithms in our

and Genetic Algorithm. This feature selection

study. The accuracies of Naïve Bayes, J48 and

method along with the classification method

simpleCART algorithms, were lower than the

can

accuracy reported in [12]. This can be due to the

be

used

the hybrid feature selection and classification
algorithms can be considered as reliable

the ratio of truly labeling the positive cases, it

approaches

determines how much the model in tended to

as an algorithm with the highest tendency for

sensitivity and specificity of the model shows

predicting Myocardial Infarction cases, though

the good performance of the model in

Naïve Bayes, J48 and simpleCART with

predicting healthy or Myocardial Infarction.

higher specificity tended to predict healthy

Hence, the high accuracy resulted in these

cases. In general, it is concluded the proposed

prediction methods can be considered reliable

method, is almost considered as a reliable

Myocardial

approach for predicting Myocardial Infarction.

Infarction. These approaches can be used as an

In other words, high performance of the

application, a software or a decision support
in

hospitals.

It

can

help

algorithms can be mentioned as the benefit of

the

our method. Therefore, the results of this study

cardiologists in their decisions. Moreover, in

can be applied for early prediction of

[ Downloaded from jhr.ssu.ac.ir on 2022-06-29 ]

the absence of cardiologists in emergency

Myocardial Infarction which can lead to

cases, it can be used by general practitioners or

reduction of Myocardial Infarction caused

even nurses. Using this method, in form an

mortality as well as the costs of treatments.

application, general practitioners and nurses

Authors would employ the other classification

can predict Myocardial Infarction; so, to
prevent Myocardial

Myocardial

AdaBoost with highest sensitivity is regarded

predict healthy instances. So, the high

system

of

accuracies, 96.53% and 96.34%, respectively.

determines how much the model is tended to

predicting

prediction

and J48 algorithms have achieved the highest

definition of specificity, mentioned earlier, it

with

in

Infarction before occurrence. SimpleCART

predict disease cases. Also, based in the

regard

this

models showed that using the combination of

in predicting

Myocardial Infarction. Since sensitivity means

in

of

applied to the data set. High performance of

results and performances. These methods and
can

performance

Naïve Bayes, J48 and simpleCART were

numbers of the data, which cause different

results

the

algorithm. In the present study, AdaBoost,

different types of features or even different

the

improve

algorithms in their future study, and assess the

Infarction, they can

proposed feature selection method. Moreover,

perform the primary cares, until achieving a

this method is recommended to be extended

cardiologist.

using the other feature selection methods and t
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classification methods, which can be used for

in collecting the data. We are also thankful to

the other fields like fraud detection.

Dr. Maryam Kooshki, for her guidance in the
medical fields.
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